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FoolishPeople  create  weaponized  art,  ritual 
theatre,  collaborative  events,  books  &  film  to 
raise a numinous experience within the witness. 
We engineer cultural movements and immersive, 
open source experiences that become a catalyst 
for positive change.

Amidst  the current  financial  and environmental 
collapse,  we  seek  to  use  ancient  mythological 
techniques,  elements  of  shamanism,  drama 
therapy  and  strategic  forecasting  to  enable  a 
radical  re-awakening of  humanity's  purpose & 
the individual's 'true will'.

John  Harrigan  founded FoolishPeople  in  1989, 
taking its name from the Fool major arcana of 
the  tarot. The Fool reminds us of sacred things 
that we have forgotten or repressed and knows 
his or her own ignorance, thus is seen as the most wise. The Fool coaxes us to walk our own path, not the 
path of the 'herd', to become a 'Free Spirit'- a self-actualized person, free from societal constraints, who is 
able to let go of outmoded beliefs and ideals with the courage to pursue their own special path.

We have produced our work in prestigious cultural venues such as the Institute of Contemporary Arts and 
the Horse Hospital, historical buildings like the Galleries of Justice in Nottingham, internationally to America 
and Amsterdam and worked for clients such as the BBC. Our core collective features artists from England, 
Czech Republic, Sweden, the Netherlands, America, and we also collaborate with many different artists 
worldwide who specialise in different mediums whilst creating new projects.
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TERRA META EVENTS- OPEN SOURCE ART 
Site specific, immersive live art curated with visual, digital, 
sonic installation & sequential art from over 40 artists worldwide

August 2008 'Terra:Extremitas'  NDSM-werf,  Amsterdam

March 2007 'Terra Incognita'  491 Gallery & Vertigo,  London

THEATRE OF MANIFESTATION- INTERNATIONAL & VISITING ARTIST 
Interactive performances influenced by strategic foresight and futurology 

October 2007 'Dead Language' Institute of Contemporary Arts,  The Mall,  London

August 2007 'Dead Language' esoZone,  Portland,  Oregon, USA

October/November 2004  'Ruined Steel' tour
Camden People's Theatre,  Trestle Arts Base,  University of Hertfordshire

September 2004  'Escape from RS1'  Creative Swing,  London

August/September 2002  'The Singularity' tour
Camden People's Theatre,  The Barn Theatre,  Baldock Hall

SITE SPECIFIC- HISTORICAL & PSYCHOGEOGRAPHICAL
Immersive performances & live art 

September 2007 'Desecration' Galleries of Justice,  Nottingham
In association with the Theatre of Ophidia

February 2007 'Ghost Redux' 491 Gallery & Vertigo,  London

April 2006 'Dark Nights of the Soul: Cycle III'  Unconvention festival,  London

August 2005 'Dr Bleach' Weird Weekend Festival,  Devon

October 1994 'Revelations: Fear the mind'  Hertfordshire

July 1991 'Enochian Language of Angels'  Hertfordshire

WEAPONIZED ART 
Immersive, interactive live art rituals

June 2007 'Weaponised Art 3.0'  Lazy Gramophone,  The Luminaire,  London

October 2006 'Weaponised Art 2.0'  Guerrilla Zoo,  Corsica Arts Centre,  London

August 2006 'Weaponised Art 1.0'  Guerrilla Zoo, Corsica Arts Centre, London

RESIDENCIES- The Horse Hospital, Bloomsbury, London
Site specific, immersive psychogeographic performances

December 2006 'Dark Nights of the Soul: Cycle VI Carousel’

November 2006 'Dark Nights of the Soul Cycle V Home’

June 2006 'Dark Nights of the Soul Cycle IV Congealed’

April 2006 'Dark Nights of the Soul: Cycle III Emergence’

January 2006 'Dark Nights of the Soul: Cycle II The Fluid Flesh’

November 2005 'Dark Nights of the Soul: Cycle I The Wyrm Shroud’
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WORKSHOPS

October 2007 
'Dead Language'  Workshop & Lecture by John Harrigan
Institute of Contemporary Arts, The Mall, London

August 2007 
Workshop Facilitator and Guest Speaker
esoZone, Portland, Oregon, USA

April 2007 
FoolishPeople Workshop in Performance and Myth
British Broadcasting Corporation, Hertfordshire

April 2006-2008
John Harrigan Part-time Lecturer in Theatre Studies and Myth
University of Hertfordshire

2006
Workshops in Myth & Magick, 
Treadwells, Covent Garden, London

BOOKS

August 2008
'Terra:Extremitas- A FoolishPeople Guide to the End of the Earth'
Anthology of Comic Art and Prose

October 2004
'Ruined Steel: The Fleshlist'
Graphic Novel set in the 'Ruined Steel' Universe

RADIO

October 2007
LBC 97.3FM - Featured excerpts from 'Dead Language' & interview with John Harrigan

May 2007
Resonance 104.4FM - Guerrilla Zoo Hijack the Airwaves - Interview with John Harrigan

AUDIO

July 2006-December 2007
Ten Towers- 10 prose pieces written by John Harrigan & recorded by guest artists

AWARDS

October 2007
The Times Top 5 Events for 'Dead Language'

The LondonPaper Top Event for 'Dead Language'

'Dead Language' featured as part of The London Lates Season 
of cultural events at major galleries and museums.

March 2007
Best Event of 2006 awarded by Magic Eye Magazine 
for 'Dark Nights of the Soul' Anthology of Ritual Performances.

January 2006
Magi of Trygonia awarded to John Harrigan by the Dionysian Underground 
for 'Dark Nights Of The Soul' Anthology of plays.
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                                       REVIEWS

"Dead Language imagines a future in which the work of  art  stars like 
Banksy is so popular that fans trade in the DNA of the artists themselves, 
creating clone gangs of Emins and Warhols that roam the city. In part, 
Dead Language is an investigation of the limits of intellectual property rights, 
but it also a smart and spirited examination of the way that the value of 
art shifts with time and context." 
Ekow Eshun, Artistic Director of the ICA & Cultural Commentator on 'Dead  
Language'

"Obvious  survivors  of  the  harshest  of  Nova  conditions,  FoolishPeople's 
performance of 'Dead Language' shimmered with life force and various less 
identifiable radiations. Could this be the first theatre requiring tinfoil hats? 
Whatever the reason, John Harrigan and the other members of his troupe 
move on stage in a way you can feel all the way in the balcony. Their 
combination  of  esoteric  symbolism  and  ritual  elements  provides  an 
interactive, gnostic experience that will leave you feeling...different. I cannot 
recommend attending the next FoolishPeople performance strongly enough. 
After all, someone should probably be keeping an eye on them." 
Bill Whitcomb, Author of 'The Magician's Companion' on 'Dead Language'

"I must say this was a fantastic experience which left me in awe of the 
type of performance which FoolishPeople put on. A very strange sense of 
disjointed  time  is  created.  Somehow  the  strength  of  the  writing,  the 
performance of the actors and the planning shattered time itself allowing us 
to perceive the same events several times, each time inexorably leading to 
their devastating conclusions in an ever dizzying scream of demonic fury. I 
left the experience feeling dazed and frightened in a way more artificial 
shows could never hope to invoke.” 
Paolo Sammut, Spectral Light on 'Desecration' 

"It was sometimes quite disconcerting to be in a room of performers acting 
intense scenes in near darkness. The actors keep performing even without 
an audience present, so as you stand in the prison courtyard you can hear 
the screams and shouts echoing through the cells and courtrooms. The lights 
are turned down low and at times you are left in complete darkness. The 
creators of this work have avoided cheap scares to make you jump. Rather, 
they createdthey created a unique and very immersive experience that was 
genuinely scary. I bumped into some  audience members and we all agreed 
that  we'd had a wonderful  and totally  unique experience that  made a 
lasting impression. Ordinary theatre will seem dull in comparison.”
Adrian Bhagat, Left Lion, Nottingham Culture on 'Desecration'

"All the cast were brilliant in Terra Incognita. Every one of them possessed 
their own unique star quality, which under the direction of Mr. Harrigan 
were truly allowed to shine forth. There was no stage to divide actors from 
audience, so it was a lot more like entering a different dimension than it  
was going to see a play at any normal theatre. I suspect that some of the 
audience went away with their perceptions of 'reality' permanently altered, 
in a good way.”
Nathaniel  J.  Harris,  Author  of  'Witcha;  A  book  of  cunning'  on  'Terra  
Incognita’

"The  Singularity  is  nervous,  convulsive,  vividly  compelling  theatre. 
FoolishPeople  engineer  an  exhilarating  collision  between  Artaud  and 
Cronenberg, to affect a total experience whose immersive power is deeply 
unsettling  and  relentlessly  alive.  This  is  a  young  company  to  watch... 
possibly from behind the sofa.”
Chris Goode, Fringe First Winner on 'The Singularity'

"FoolishPeople's 'Dark Nights of the Soul' is a truly unique production. By 
turns  darkly  comic,  surreal,  horrific,  genuinely  thought  provoking  and 
certainly not for the faint of heart. Verdict: Dark Nights of the Soul is pure 
Fortean magick. 10/10” 
Oll Lewis, Fortean Times on 'Dark Nights of the Soul'             
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CONTACT

John Harrigan- Artistic Director
t:   07894021108
e:   asmadai@foolishpeople.org
w:  johnharrigan.com

Lucy Allin- Producer
t:   07790440269
e:   lucena@foolishpeople.org

You can also contact us at art@foolishpeople.org 

For more information, news and photo galleries please visit: 
FoolishPeople.org or FoolishPeople.com
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